**Nalco Company** has developed a new 24/7/365 monitoring, control and alarming service to improve cooling tower operations. Nalco 360TM service is supported by a team of cooling system experts that monitor the operation of the cooling tower and ensure the system is operating in accordance with best practices. In addition, alarm responses provided by the expert center guides water system managers on the appropriate action needed to mitigate the issue or inefficiency. The program reduces risk and saves water and energy. Weekly and monthly report/charts are automatically sent to users so they can understand the trends and issues affecting their system and can reduce their total cost of operation. For more information visit Nalco Company at www.nalco.com.

**Georgia-Pacific Gypsum** introduces its new DensArmor Plus® High Impact® paperless fiberglass mat panel interior drywall that is the first and only gypsum panel in the industry to be GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®. DensArmor Plus High Impact drywall is the only high impact drywall on the market that has earned both GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Children and Schools Certification for products that have low emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). It is also the first to be listed as GREENGUARD microbial-resistant for resisting mold growth when tested in compliance with ASTM Standard D 6329-98. For greater detail visit Georgia-Pacific Gypsum at www.gp.com/build.

**Highfield Manufacturing Company**, a global producer of high-quality security systems for the electric, gas and water utility industries, has introduced the Multi-Maxx™ electric meter bar, a patented security device designed to lock off banks of ringless-type electric meter enclosures. As tamper-

**Delta Controls** has received the Frost & Sullivan Best Practices Award for Product Innovation & Differentiation. Delta won this award for their integrated building automation solution encompassing HVAC, lighting, and access control. Delta has been at the forefront of delivering universal BACnet platforms to its customers with a unified infrastructure that improves building efficiency, maximizes cost savings, and reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, the award recognizes Delta’s sound business strategies which include superior product development in controls and user interface, dedicated customer service and partnership programs, continued global expansion, and active involvement in major issues pertaining to intelligent and green buildings. To view the entire white paper regarding the 2009 Best Practices Award for Delta Controls visit www.deltacontrols.com.

**Polyglass USA**, a manufacturer of self-adhesive membranes and underlayments as well as roof coating systems, recently introduced its line of Polybrite coatings and accessories as part of its Kool F highly reflective products provide i
and long-term performance for virtually any roofing system. Every Polybrite product provides superior protection and improved energy efficiency, deflecting damaging heat and solar UV rays while helping to maintain cool building temperatures. Because of their energy efficient characteristics, Polybrite products comply with Cool Roof Rating Council (CRRC) ratings for solar reflectance and thermal emittance. They are also Miami-Dade County-approved. For more information about Polyglass USA visit www.polyglass.com.

TyRex, LLC presents the New TY150GSC Gas-Powered Fastening System. This fastening system is five times faster than powder actuated fastening systems, but requires no OSHA training or licensing to operate. With 20,000 volts of ignition power, the TY150GSC operates in extreme conditions, and with a wider variety of fuel cells. Powered by TyRex’s 34g fuel, this new fastening system delivers 67 ft-lbs of driving force from an ergonomic design weighing just 8.3 pounds. A full comfort resilient grip reduces operator fatigue. Rear two-step loading is quick and easy for right or left handed operators. This new high-speed gas-powered fastening system is ideal for commercial construction projects like fastening drywall track, wood furring, hat channel, ceiling grid to concrete, concrete block and steel.

For further information visit TyRex, LLC at www.tyrextools.com.  
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